Whether you’re looking to consolidate servers to lower operational costs, replicate for data protection, or upgrade your Network Attached Storage (NAS) to a full featured iSCSI SAN, EqualLogic offers affordable data storage solutions with enterprise-strength performance and reliability plus easy installation, management, and growth.

**Solutions**

**Data Storage Consolidation** — EqualLogic’s iSCSI SAN brings storage consolidation benefits to all your data. It’s affordable, based on standard protocols, and easy to deploy.

**Backup and Restore** — With our automated iSCSI solution you can backup from a central storage pool, eliminating or reducing the backup window.

**Data Disaster Recovery** — EqualLogic storage solutions deliver affordable, fast, and simple disaster recovery with no expensive channel extension equipment, add-on software, or costly staff training.

**Email Management** — Email management can be simple and cost efficient. EqualLogic’s patented architecture provides simple scalability with automatic load balancing for continuous performance improvement.

**Database** — Consolidating database storage simplifies management and reduces costs. EqualLogic’s architecture makes scaling easy—and as you grow, database performance improves with automatic load balancing.

**Data Archiving** — Our affordable, self-managing iSCSI SAN fully protects archive data while delivering fast access. Easy to set up and manage, EqualLogic’s fully redundant solution is highly reliable and scales easily without disruption.

**NAS** — An EqualLogic iSCSI SAN delivers highly available NAS file serving with online, non-disruptive scalability, self-management, and high performance that actually improves as you grow.

**The Pain of Growth**

The unrelenting growth of company files, email, databases, and application data drives a constant need for more storage. But with storage directly attached to servers, growth means burdensome storage management and decreased asset utilization. Storage resources remain trapped behind individual servers, impeding data availability.

Consolidation in a storage area network (SAN) can alleviate much of the pain—but until recently, the only SAN choice was Fibre Channel, which is too costly and complex for most organizations.

If you are interested in an evaluation, call us at 515-221-1290. We have a PS-70E unit available for live demonstrations. For more information, go to www.equallogic.com.
Barracuda Networks — Product Evaluations

Barracuda Networks’ product portfolio includes the Barracuda Spam Firewall, Barracuda Web Filter, Barracuda IM Firewall, Barracuda Load Balancer, Barracuda Message Archiver and Barracuda Web Application Controllers. Combining its own award-winning technology with powerful open source software, Barracuda Networks solutions deliver easy to use, comprehensive protection against spam, spyware, viruses, and other IT infrastructure threats. Barracuda Central, an advanced 24/7 security operations center that works to continuously monitor and block the latest Internet threats, enables Barracuda Networks to maintain its position as a network security industry leader.

The Barracuda Spam Firewall is an integrated hardware and software solution designed to protect your email server from spam, virus, spoofing, phishing and spyware attacks. It is compatible with all email servers and can fit into nearly any corporate or small business environment. With no per user license fees, the Barracuda Spam Firewall offers the most affordable spam and virus protection available.

Find out how much time and money the Barracuda products can save your organization. Contact NetWorks, Inc. to request a free 30-day evaluation. If you are satisfied with the product at the end of the evaluation period, you simply keep the product and contact NetWorks, Inc. for billing.

For more details:  http://www.barracudanetworks.com/ns/products/spam_overview.php

New from ScriptLogic — BridgeTrak

ScriptLogic Corporation is a leader in network administration software for Microsoft Windows-based networks. ScriptLogic solutions virtually eliminate administration errors, shrink overhead and manage system updates faster and more efficiently - improving enterprise productivity and freeing scarce IT resources to be applied to more business-critical tasks.

Software solutions from ScriptLogic Corporation are used every day on Windows servers and desktops around the world. With more than 20,000 customers using ScriptLogic solutions to manage approximately 5.1 million desktops and 122,000 servers, ScriptLogic benefits any size network in any industry. ScriptLogic customers experience immediate productivity boosts in their IT departments while reducing costs.

The next generation of help desk software...

BridgeTrak, an industry leading help desk software solution, has been helping companies increase customer service satisfaction levels for over 10 years. Recognized for its outstanding feature to price ratio, BridgeTrak offers seamless trouble ticket tracking for reducing the entire life cycle of an issue. Available for both Web and Windows environments, BridgeTrak is ideal for internal and external support organizations.

A technician-friendly interface offers customizable screens, multiple-layer issue status tracking, hierarchical issue structure, skills-based issue assignment, custom and required user fields, internal knowledgebase, product and contract tracking, extensive reporting functionality, and much more!

HP BladeSystem c3000 for Midsize Customers

- Versatility to customize and upgrade vital solutions as the business grows.
- Useful tools to save maintenance and integration time.
- Storage and servers managed as one.
- Smart self-cooling that also lowers the electric bill.

Any technology with those benefits would be a perfect match for midsize customers. But for too long, blade systems –storage and server infrastructure in a single box –were the domain of large data centers. Midsize customers with smaller sites continued to stack unwieldy rack and tower servers in any available space – the back office, mail rooms, warehouses –any place with a power plug and some space. Blades were too big and complex for midsize customers.

Not anymore. Now the technology concept that seemed exactly suited to midsize customers is actually being made for midsize customers. The result is a complete, customizable infrastructure for servers, storage and everything else your business needs.

The new BladeSystem c3000 is an all-in-one infrastructure built just for small sites with big compute and storage needs. Now, you can mix and match storage, servers and network in one box, to integrate solutions with less effort - including the new All-in-One storage blade.

Whether your top IT projects are an application upgrade, virtualization or adding better backup to your business, the new BladeSystem is a versatile platform to help you get the job done.

Insightix — Keep your network in sight

Insightix develops stateful IT visibility and network access control solutions. Insightix’s solutions are agentless, provide full network coverage and deliver an immediate return-on-investment for network security, IT operations and regulation compliance. Insightix solutions are simple to use and overcome the technical limitations of existing solutions.

**Insightix Visibility—Features and Benefits**

- Complete IT Asset Discovery
- Accurate Network Topology Map
- Real-Time Change Detection
- Cost Savings
- Agentless
- Rapid Deployment

Insightix Visibility obtains a complete inventory of all network devices, including firewalled, unmanaged and virtual devices, and provides location information and a full list of associated properties. Insightix Visibility also generates an accurate physical network topology map of the entire IT infrastructure.

**Insightix Network Access Control (NAC) - Features and Benefits**

- Real-Time Device Detection
- Network-wide Policy Enforcement
- Unique Blocking & Quarantine Techniques
- Easy & Fast Implementation
- Full Network Coverage
- Low Total Cost-of-Ownership

Insightix NAC delivers stateful network access control, ensuring that only authorized and compliant devices are allowed to access and operate on the enterprise network. Insightix NAC utilizes agentless Stateful Network Detection technology to maintain complete contextual information about the state of the entire network along with unique blocking and quarantine techniques that remove any dependencies on switches. Insightix NAC simplifies the rollout of network access controls. Insightix NAC is agentless and does not require network changes, specialized software or hardware or extended deployment efforts.

For more details:  [http://www.insightix.com](http://www.insightix.com)
NetWorks, Inc. is a leading provider of computer networking and hardware procurement services for the Des Moines metropolitan area as well as for other areas of the Midwest. Our experienced staff can help you with any of your company's information processing needs. We specialize in local and wide area networking with extensive experience working with Novell and Microsoft. NetWorks, Inc. was founded in 1994 and has a staff of certified systems engineers that are available 24 hours a day. We value our client relationships and are dedicated to providing complete network solutions.

NetWorks, Inc. works with IT professionals to help support technology solutions that are critical to your organization's success. Our team is good at asking questions. It's the way we learn about the unique challenges your company faces. And because we serve a diverse group of businesses, we have experience enough to know it is rare that two companies require exactly the same solution. Our technical resources, experience, and creativity are unmatched.

Why not put us to work finding a solution for you? Let our experienced team help you solve your IT problems. We are locally owned and operated.

Did You Know?

When was the last time you had a network check-up? Our engineers can help with a network assessment so you can respond effectively to changing IT demands. Do you have network performance problems that affect your users? Do you have additional network components to manage as a result of infrastructure changes? Our assessment services can provide comprehensive recommendations so that your network is prepared for change and growth.

Contact Us

To request more information, please call or email us at: sales@networks-inc.com.

We would like to hear from you! Let us know your thoughts on this newsletter and what you would like to see in future newsletters.

To be removed for our mailing list, call 515-221-1290 or send an email to aliciam@networks-inc.com and type "Unsubscribe" in the subject line.